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SHIP ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
SEEMP

MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Despite the undoubted CO2 efficiency of shipping in terms of grams CO2 per tonne-mile compared to other 
modes of transport, it is recognized within the maritime sector that reductions could and should be made 
(IMO, 2009). In this respect, a Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) has been introduced as a 
requirement by Oil Majors (TMSA element 10A) and made mandatory through IMO Res. MEPC.203(62).

Preface

SEEMP
The purpose of the SEEMP is to provide a Shipping 
Company and the vessels under its management 
with shipboard procedures and practices aimed at 
improving their energy efficiency. The SEEMP also 
aims to raise awareness regarding energy efficiency 
/ conservation onboard, as well as to provide infor-
mation regarding the industry’s and IMO’s initiatives 
on reducing Green House Gas (GHG) emissions from 
ships. 

The SEEMP will be prepared as a management tool 
with the aim to implement CO

2
 and other emissions 

reducing practices and technologies. The SEEMP 
needs to set targets and provide the tools necessary 
to monitor the energy performance of the fleet and 
will seek to improve a ship’s energy efficiency 
profile through a four‐step spiral:

Planning: determination of both the current status of 
ship energy usage as well as the expected improve-
ment of energy efficiency through planned measures.

Implementation: establishment of a formal set of 
procedures and practices in order to implement 
energy efficiency measures.

Monitoring and measuring: continuous and consis-
tent data collection, responsible personnel (both on 
shore and on board) assignments and quantitative 
energy performance monitoring system.

Self-evaluation & improvement: Evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the planned measures and their 
implementation, deepening the understanding of the 
overall characteristics of ship’s operation, i.e. what 
types of measures can / cannot function effectively, 
and how and / or why, comprehending the trend of the 
energy efficiency improvement of each ship.
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Applicability
The SEEMP will be required for all vessels above 400 
GT from the first intermediate or renewal survey 
after 1 January 2013 and should be prepared in 
accordance with the guidance provided in IMO 
MEPC.1/Circ. 683. Approval by Class is not yet man-
datory, however the attending Class surveyor will 
verify that the plan is on board.

Regulatory Framework
The United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) entered into force in 
1994.

While the Convention did not provide 
commitments to stabilize emissions, the Kyoto 
Protocol set binding targets for countries.

Oil Majors requirement since 2004 through 
TMSA Element 10A.

Oil Majors supplementary requirement since 
2009 (OCIMF Energy Efficiency and Fuel 
Management). 

IMO Res. MEPC.203(62) July 2011: EEDI and 
SEEMP made mandatory from 01/01/2013.

IMO Res. MEPC.213(63) provides guidelines for 
developing / implementing the SEEMP.

ISO 50001:2011 – Energy Management Systems 
– Requirements with Guidance for Use.

Required Material
The SEEMP is ship-specific.  Certain vessel charac-
teristics and machinery particulars are therefore 
required for the compilation of the manual. In 
general, required information for the preparation of 
each manual includes:

AMC over the past years has undertaken the preparation of numerous SEEM Plans for 
various Shipping Companies. AMC has also provided consultancy services to 
Shipping Companies for developing procedures according to ISO 50001:2011, 
successfully leading them to obtain Class certification. At the same time, AMC has 
participated in the following EU-funded research projects related to ship energy 
efficiency:

Background
Expertise

Vessel’s basic particulars

Main Engine, Auxiliary Engines  and Auxiliary 
Boiler specifications

List of already adopted / considered energy 
conservation practices

Company’s energy-related records (forms, etc)

Company’s Energy Efficiency Policy

Company’s Environmental Targets

Targeted Advanced Research for Global Efficiency of Transportation Shipping (TARGETS www.targets-
project.eu), which analyses a cargo ship’s energy consumers through a comprehensive and holistic 
 approach

Green Retrofitting of Existing Ships (REFRESH), which applies dynamic energy modeling in order to assess a 
ship’s energy efficiency in real time, resulting in proposed on board energy management practices aiming 
to reduce operational costs and improve energy performance.


